
 

Freshers’ Party 2018 
 
Students’ council organized a sumptuous fresher’s party for the newly joined students of             
Sardar Patel Institute of Technology on Friday,5th October 2018, manifesting youth and            
enthusiasm at its full flow. Jovial smiles and high spirits marked the welcome party for the                
students which was aptly called Fresher’s 2K18. Continuing with the proud tradition of the              
college, senior students and newcomers of the college mingled with each other at the              
Freshers' party held in college Quadrangle. 
  
To Quote our General Secretary, Sahil Krishnadas – “Freshers’ is an occasion of great pride               
for the Student Council wherein we welcome our newly admitted students. It’s the day of               
happiness, warmth, laughs, and emotions”. 
  
The event was set to begin in the evening right after classes. The students gathered in the                 
quadrangle in herds eagerly waiting for it to begin with pulsating ambience, flashing lights              
and foot tapping music, the party began with a blast. The excitement augmented to a joyful                
high when the a “flash mob” popped out. The mob was soon surrounded and cheered for, an                 
excellent precursor for the evening that was to come. To set everyone in party mode, the                
beloved SPIT college band took centre stage and performed a couple of crowd favourites. the               
entire crowd sang along with them and clapped to the beats.  

  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 

 
Joy and happiness could be seen in students of each course at the college. They were having                 
the time of their lives. To add more to it was time for the most-awaited Mr and Ms Freshers                   
Competition. The esteemed panel of judges that included Paras Goswami (VH1- Mumbai            
head), Xaen (Youtuber), Nawaz Shaikh (Renowned Rapper) & Nida Bakerywala (Faculty ,            
S.P.I.T) who were astonished by the enthusiasm of the new comers. Amidst the chorus of               
each branch’s support for their respective representatives, the results were announced. 

Mr. Fresher was bagged by KshitijParab, EXTC & Ms. Fresher by Riya Barwe, MCA.  
Soon after, Mr. Nawaz Shaikh, in all his excitement, gave the audience an engaging              
performance. 



 

As the mercury began to rise, the dance floor was left open for some unbridled energy. It was                  
time for the royal rumble of SPIT, the Interbranch Dance the most awaited event of the night.                 
One branch after the other went with their spectacular performances. There was nothing to              
stop them, starting with the formation was the computers, followed by ever so loud IT then                
the passionate performance elevating the energy of the crowd was MCA. This was succeeded              
by an enthralling performance put up by the students of the EXTC branch. The final act was                 
of the ETRX branch who kept the entertainment going for everyone, thus concluding an              
incredible set of performances. 
In the end, it was the EXTC branch that was deservedly declared as the winners of the                 
competition.The feeling of smashing victory was visible as the students of the EXTC branch              
ran to the stage and danced triumphantly. 

 
“The magic in the air tuned into the chords of pulsating rhythmic hearts and bonds for the                 
year that lay ahead." 
The fresher’s party scripted the beginning of hard work & fun the students would be paging                
through for the coming years at the college. The DJ set was the cherry on top to finish off a                    
special night that the freshers of 2018 would never forget, a perfect end to the evening. 

  

 


